new product range
jewellery + vessels

F!NK IS PROUD TO INTRODUCE THE LATEST ADDITIONS TO THEIR VESSEL AND
JEWELLERY RANGE. THEY REPRESENT F!NK’s DESIRE TO CREATE INNOVATIVE
AND TRULY UNIQUE AND DISTINCTIVE OBJECTS OF PLEASURE…
Since the company’s inception in 1994, F!NK has continually developed its product range and now produces
16 unique and individual design objects. Each piece has its own comical persona, reinforcing the quirky and
unique nature of its distinctive design. Particular attention is given to the functionality, performance and
the quality of making and ﬁnishing. The F!NK range of well designed and articulated objects is particularly
attractive to the discerning market that wants something extraordinary! If you would like more information,
please CONTACT US on +61 2 6298 1884 | mail@ﬁnkdesign.com

the F!NK bracelet
Designed by gold and silversmith
Rohan Nicol, the funky clasp is part
of its unique aesthetic appeal.
The Bracelet is made in hard anodised
aluminium giving it strength and
durability, and is available in matt
black and a polished silver ﬁnish.
As the ﬁrst piece of jewellery to be
added to the unique F!NK range,
the bracelet is suitable for both
males and females.

the F!NK neckpieces
Extending F!NK’s jewellery offering, these funky neckpieces are the result
of another collaborative project between jeweller/designer Bronwyn
Riddiford and Robert Foster. They are designed to be adaptable to a wide
range of styles, age groups and sex.
These simple organic forms play with the notion of symmetry and balance.
The multi-use of colour utilises both light and shadow to reﬂect the
simplistic lines of the form and highlight the duality of the shape.
Each piece is hung on a neoprene band (the thickness varies with each
shape) with a sterling silver toggle so that the length can be easily altered.
The three pieces are available in a range of coloured anodised aluminium
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the F!NK brooch

and stainless steel.

These sensual brooches were
originally designed by Robert Foster
in 1984. After numerous requests
F!NK ﬁnally decided to put them
into production.
Foster’s has evoked a true sense of
feeling and emotion into the shape
of the object and has used colour to
highlight different emotions: deep red
for Love, silver for Honour and purple
for Bravery. The real essence of giving
a F!NK brooch is to communicate your
true feelings.

THE F!NK STORAGE VESSELS
Mr Squash, Mrs Squash and Junior Squash. Based on an art pieces
Robert Foster created in 2003, these multi-purpose storage vessels
playfully explores the notion of the recycling of aluminium and how cans
are squashed. The serendipity of Foster’s pressing technique used to
create this storage vessel has resulted in a unique contorted pattern
which also resembles a smiling face (both sad and happy grins) similar
to that of clown, and the domed lid mimics a clown’s hat, instilling the
product with humour and quirkiness.
FINK provides you with the ability to mix and match your own
combination, to suit your decor. The three different sized vessels come
in a brushed ﬁnish in silver, black or charcoal. Lids are available in red,
orange, blue, black and white

THE F!NK POURER
Once again Robert Foster reinvents the way liquid is poured as
the unique handle challenges the user to pour at a right angle.
This grasp technique reduces strain on the user by utilizing the
weight of the vessel and the structure of the handle to create a
sublime and ﬂuid movement.
Melding old-fashioned pitchers with contemporarydesign, Foster
has created a vessel that has multi-functionality, suitable for
all kinds of liquids both hot and cold for formal and informal
settings. Available in black, charcoal and silver satin with
an array of brightly coloured handles in red, orange and yellow.

THE F!NK VAXIS VASE
Robert Foster has created this simple organic form that references
a bird in ﬂight. The vase opening alludes to the wing span of the
Australian Currawong. Both axes of the opening provide an organized
structure suitable for a wide range of ﬂoral types and sizes allowing a
diverse number of display options.
The minimal interruption of this streamlined shaped vessel creates
a stunning stand alone object perfect for any environment. Available
in three bold anodized colours of vibrant red, deep blue and midnight
black, they are effective in enhancing any ﬂoral arrangement.

